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Crisis government

Mirek Topolánek is blue in the face from talking about the  crisis in ODS, but don't ex-
pect anything profound from him about the CRISIS on world markets. The finance 

minister he so reveres, Miroslav Kalousek, was dispatched to Czech Radio yesterday 
to say there's no need to take action now, because we can't know how the CR will be 

affected by the world situation. Do they not realize to what extent they're playing 
into Václav Klaus's hands? Klaus will need a plausible excuse after the Oct. elections 

to form a quick technocratic government, and the urgency of the world situation 
will be an easy sell. He can borrow a line from Gordon Brown and say that this is 
"no time for a novice" to be running things. Asked if his boss has a plan for when 

the cabinet collapses, Klaus aid Ladislav Jakl told F1 that Klaus definitely isn't some-
one who concocts magical solutions in advance. Don't believe him for a millisecond.
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Glossary
to be blue in the face - to be at the point of extreme exasperation or irritation; profound - (of a person or statement) having or showing great knowledge or insight; to revere - to feel deep respect or admiration for someone; to dispatch someone - to send someone to a destination for a purpose; plausible - seeming to be reasonable or probable; technocratic - composed of experts; easy sell - an idea that is easy to win acceptance for; F1 - sorry, F1 radio is slow at posting its audio tracks; to concoct - to create or devise (said esp. of a story or plan); millisecond - one thousandth of a second.


